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In the 1970s, research funded by the defense advanced research projects agency and lat-
er the national science foundation (nsf) was an important part of the development of the 
Internet. In the late 20th century, american companies led in the development of digital 
switching technologies, optical communications, cellular communications, Internet hard-
ware and Internet applications. federal investments in research and development, coupled 
with private firms’ innovative research and product development, have led to the robust 
broadband ecosystem users enjoy today. such investments have also made possible the 
creation of multibillion-dollar companies that are global leaders in networking, search and 
other Internet-based businesses.1

This R&D activity drove innovation and productivity gains, 
which aided economic growth. The National Research Council 
found that in the case of information technology (IT), “The 
unanticipated results of research are often as important as the 
anticipated results,” “The interaction of research ideas mul-
tiplies their impact,” and “Past returns on federal investment 
in IT research have been extraordinary for both United States 
society and the United States economy.”2

America’s top research universities and laboratories  
continue this R&D effort today in their experiments with  
very fast 1 Gbps networks (gigabit networks). For example, 
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, with 40  
institutional partners, vendors and community organizations, 
is planning a University Circle Innovation Zone in the eco-
nomically impoverished area around the university to provide 
households, schools, libraries and museums with gigabit fiber 
optic connections.3 Case Western expects this network to 
create jobs in the community and spawn software and ser-
vice development for Smart Grid, health, science and other 
applications, as well as foster technology, engineering and 
mathematics education services.4

The private sector continues to invest in high-speed networks, 
as revealed in several recent announcements during the course of 
the National Broadband Plan proceeding. Google has announced 
a plan to provide 50,000 to 500,000 consumers in a small number 
of test communities with gigabit connections.5 And Cisco Systems 
is deploying a telemedicine pilot solution to 15 medical sites in 
California to spur e-health application development.6 

All of these efforts aim to accelerate the pace of innovation 
by placing next-generation technology in the hands of indi-
viduals and entrepreneurs, and allowing them to discover the 
best uses for it. Very fast networks may lead to unanticipated 
discoveries that will change how people connect, work, learn, 
play and contribute online. 

The federal government must continue to do its part to 
foster the development of research networks and wireless 

testbeds through a clear R&D funding agenda that is focused 
on broadband networks, equipment, services and applications. 
These efforts should include expanding access to ultra-high-
speed connectivity through regulatory policy and direct action 
in communities where the federal government has a long-term 
presence, such as Department of Defense (DoD) installations. 

The broadband ecosystem—networks, devices and applica-
tions—has benefited from research breakthroughs in a broad 
variety of areas such as networking, software, semiconduc-
tors, material sciences, applied mathematics, construction and 
engineering. Advancement in all these fields and many others is 
essential for continued innovation and improvement. For U.S. 
companies to continue to be leaders in high-value areas of the 
global broadband ecosystem, they must continue to generate 
and benefit from scientific innovation.

Although measuring the effects of R&D is difficult, studies 
find that firms earn 20% to 30% returns on their investments.7 
R&D returns to society are even higher as innovators beyond 
original research teams are able to access research and take 
work in new directions.8 The gap between R&D returns for 
private companies and those for society presents a challenge 
for funding and conducting R&D.9

Government can help fill the R&D investment gap by fund-
ing research that would yield net benefits to society but that 
would not earn sufficient returns to be privately profitable.10 
This approach should include funding for direct research, for 
R&D at universities and other institutions, and for subsidizing 
private R&D through mechanisms such as the R&D tax credit.11 
Alongside direct funding, the government can take an active role 
in creating new next-generation applications and uses by linking 
DoD locations with ultra-high-speed broadband connectivity.

The federal government needs to create a clear agenda 
and priorities for broadband-related R&D funding, focused 
on important research that would not be conducted absent 
government intervention. The government can also promote 
R&D through regulatory policies allowing increased use of 
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government resources. Examples include establishing research 
centers or allowing access to spectrum in order to evaluate new 
technologies in ways that theoretical studies and simulations 
do not support.

RECOMMENDATIONS
 ➤ The government should focus broadband R&D funding on 

projects with varied risk-return profiles, including a mix 
of short-term and long-term projects (e.g., those lasting 5 
years or longer). 

 ➤ Congress should consider making the Research and Ex-
perimentation (R&E) tax credit a long-term tax credit to 
stimulate broadband R&D.

 ➤ The federal government should provide ultra-high-speed 
broadband connectivity to select DoD installations to 
enable the development of next-generation broadband ap-
plications. 

 ➤ The National Academy of Sciences and the National Acad-
emy of Engineering (National Academies) should develop a 
research road map to guide federal R&D funding priorities.

 ➤ NSF should establish an open, multi-location, interdisci-
plinary research center for broadband, addressing tech-
nology, policy and economics. Center priorities should be 
driven by the agenda identified in the National Academies 
research road map.

 ➤ NSF, in consultation with the Federal Communications  
Commission (FCC), should consider funding a wireless  
testbed for promoting the science underlying spectrum  
policymaking and a testbed for evaluating the network secu-
rity needed to provide a secure broadband infrastructure. 

 ➤ The FCC should start a rulemaking process to establish 
more flexible experimental licensing rules for spectrum and 
facilitate the use of this spectrum by researchers. 

Some high-risk, high-return R&D initiatives or projects re-
quiring sustained, long-term collaboration across highly diverse 
fields may be underfunded by the private sector. Federal research 
funding should close any potential gaps due to private sector risk-
reward expectations or inability to coordinate and cooperate.

Recommendation 7.1: the government should focus 
broadband r&d funding on projects with varied risk-re-
turn profiles, including a mix of short-term and long-term 
projects (e.g., those lasting 5 years or longer). 

In September, the White House Office of Science and 
Technology Policy (OSTP) found that, in regards to R&D 
policy, “[a] short-term focus has neglected fundamental invest-
ments.”12 The National Research Council’s report, Renewing 

U.S. Telecommunications Research, states, “Long-term, funda-
mental research aimed at breakthroughs has declined in favor 
of shorter-term, incremental and evolutionary projects whose 
purpose is to enable improvements in existing products and 
services. This evolutionary work is aimed at generating returns 
within a couple of years to a couple of months and not at ad-
dressing the needs of the telecommunications industry as a 
whole in future decades.”13 

Similarly, in FCC workshops, researchers repeatedly noted 
that, like industry funding, federal funding is now focused  
more on short-term work than on long-term fundamental 
research projects.14

The academic community also noted the lack of funding 
for research that has a high probability of failure, even when 
success would lead to significant advances in technology. 
Researchers have indicated that the current review process for 
government research grants takes a conservative approach to 
project review and more risky projects are rarely funded.15

Recommendation 7.2: congress should consider making 
the research and experimentation (r&e) tax credit a long-
term tax credit to stimulate broadband r&d.

A number of economic studies have shown that R&D tax in-
centives are a cost-effective way to spur private sector research 
and investment. These types of tax incentives may help move 
the United States toward the goal of developing and building 
world-class broadband networks.

The Research and Experimentation tax credit, established 
in the 1980s, stimulated about $2 billion in research per year 
while costing about $1 billion in lost tax revenue.16 Bronwyn 
Hall has estimated that a permanent 5% R&E tax credit would 
lead to a permanent increase in R&D spending of 10% to 
15%. Similarly, Klassen, Pittman and Reed have found that 
R&D tax incentives stimulate $2.96 of additional R&D invest-
ment for every dollar of lost tax revenue.17

The long-term R&E tax credit applies broadly across and 
will benefit many industries.

Recommendation 7.3: the federal government should 
provide ultra-high-speed broadband connectivity to select 
dod installations to enable the development of next-gener-
ation broadband applications. 

The nation’s military installations “are the platforms from 
which America’s military capability is generated, deployed and 
sustained.”18 These installations house, train, educate and sup-
port tens of thousands of service personnel and their families.19 
There is no doubt that the nation’s military personnel deserve 
to have access to the latest technology, the most resilient and 
cost-effective methods of communications and services, and 
ultra-high-speed broadband connectivity.
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As a start, DoD, in consultation with OSTP, should consider 
expanding the deployment of ultra-high-speed connectivity to a 
select number of DoD installations in a manner consistent with 
the missions and operational requirements of the Armed Forces.

DoD installations are ideal communities for ultra-high-
speed broadband due to their scale and the variety of services 
they provide to military personnel and their families. Expanded 
access to ultra-high-speed connectivity will further enable 
educational applications such as advanced distance learning. 
In addition, base personnel will have greater access to distance 
learning content from military staff colleges to better prepare 
the them to be the next generation of officers, while enhanced 
distance post-secondary offerings can smooth the transitions of 
those looking for new careers in civilian life.

Typical base medical facilities treat thousands of soldiers, 
retirees and their families every year. Next-generation health 
applications, such as high-definition video consultations and 
continuous remote monitoring of patients, can improve quality 
of care for these patients. 

Bases are also intense users of energy. DoD is the nation’s 
single largest energy user, accounting for nearly 1% of all energy 
consumed by the United States in FY2006.20 Broadband capa-
bility and advanced information services allow deployment of 
Smart Grid and smart meter technologies. If deployed on military 
installations, these technologies would facilitate improved power 
management that will reduce energy consumption, allow for 
incorporating more renewable generation on site and enable new 
continuity of operations capabilities like micro-grids.21

Because of bases’ large population under the age of 25, 
including families and children, increased access to ultra-high-
speed Internet would act as a catalyst for the development of 
increasingly sophisticated applications that would support 
military personnel and their families. Indeed, as these ap-
plications evolve, DoD installations would be showcases for 
advanced educational, training and other uses of broadband. 

The first step in implementing this idea should be a task 
force led by DoD, with consultation from OSTP. This task 
force should make recommendations on installation selection, 
level of connectivity and potentially, next-generation applica-
tions—both commercial and military—that could be deployed 
to these installations. The task force must consider a variety of 
requirements in order to prevent adverse operational impact 
to force readiness. These requirements include information 
assurance, integration and governance with existing com-
mercial and DoD networking capability, non-federal spectrum 
availability, identification of funding sources and a cost-benefit 
analysis. In selecting the initial sites, the task force should also 
explore whether this program should work in conjunction with 
DoD’s existing “green bases” effort. DoD would of course retain 
operational control of the project to ensure that the technology 

and services deployed are consistent with the missions of the 
Armed Forces, and may terminate the project at any time based 
on mission impacts, capabilities delivered and cost. 

Recommendation 7.4: the national academy of sciences 
and the national academy of engineering (national acad-
emies) should develop a research road map to guide federal 
broadband r&d funding priorities.

The National Academies, which gather committees of 
experts across scientific and technological endeavors to offer 
advice to the federal government and the public,22 should take 
the lead in developing a research road map to guide federal 
broadband R&D funding priorities. The road map should 
identify gaps, critical issues, competitive shortfalls and key 
opportunities in areas associated directly or indirectly with 
broadband networks, devices or applications. It should lever-
age the input of public and private stakeholder communities. 
Additionally, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science 
and Technology, an advisory group of the nation’s leading sci-
entists and engineers, as well as the FCC’s Technology Advisory 
Committee might play key advisory roles.23

Input from the Broadband Research Public Notice and 
Workshop24 identified the following potential research priori-
ties, which are summarized as input to the National Academies:

 ➤ Breakthroughs in network price/performance. Increasing 
price/performance and lowering unit costs fuel the com-
puter industry. Research is needed to enable similar price/
performance improvements in wired and wireless networks 
to make truly high-speed broadband more affordable. 
Closing gaps to achieve these breakthroughs may require 
research in networking, materials science, optics, semicon-
ductors, electromagnetism, construction engineering and 
other fields.

 ➤ Communications research to support national purposes. In 
the Recovery Act, Congress defined key national purposes 
that broadband should support. Multi-disciplinary, govern-
ment-funded communications research may be required to 
ensure progress in accessibility, health care, energy man-
agement, education and public safety networks. 

 ➤ Social science and economic research on broadband adoption 
and usage. Lack of adoption is a larger barrier to universal 
broadband than lack of availability. Moreover, usage and 
acceptance of broadband varies greatly across population 
segments and the sources of this variation are not well 
understood. Social science and economic research may help 
explain the reasons underlying broadband non-adoption, as 
well as network evolution and its impact on the user.

 ➤ Secure, trustworthy and reliable broadband infrastructure. 
The vast complexity of today’s networks has created mas-
sive vulnerabilities to security at the same time that society 
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has become increasingly dependent on these networks. 
Research is needed to improve the trustworthiness, security 
and reliability of these networks, the devices that attach to 
them and the software and applications they support. This 
is critical to continued growth of networks and applications.

 ➤ Broadband network measurement and management. Re-
search is needed to provide the tools to measure network 
operations and to gain a better understanding of the Inter-
net’s “health.”

Enabling new service models. Continued exponential 
improvements in processing power and storage, coupled with 
broadband networking, are enabling both new applications 
and more cost-effective means of providing those applications. 
Research is needed to support development of new architec-
tures and operational breakthroughs in emerging issue areas 
like cloud computing, content distribution networks, content 
centered networks, network virtualization, social applications 
and online personal content—as well as topics of study that 
remain nascent.

Recommendation 7.5: nsF should establish an open, multi-
location, interdisciplinary research center for areas related 
to broadband, addressing technology, policy and economics. 
center priorities should be driven by the agenda identified in 
the national academies research road map.

Creating new technologies often involves interdisciplinary 
collaboration. In networking, for example, scientists in fields 
such as dynamic spectrum access, robust wireless networking 
and applications might need to work together to develop break-
through solutions.25

The NSF should consider establishing an interdisciplinary 
research center for broadband networking, devices, appli-
cations and enabling technologies. Such a center could be 
modeled on the Engineering Research Centers (ERCs) that the 
NSF established in 1984. ERCs are partnerships among univer-
sities, technology-based industries and the NSF that focus on 
integrated engineering systems and produce technological in-
novations that strengthen the competitive position of industry. 
They currently operate in a number of fields such as biotech-
nology, energy and microelectronics. The NSF funds each ERC 
for 10 years, and most centers become self-sustaining.26

Only 2 of the existing ERCs touch on broadband networking, 
and their current research is limited to optical technologies and 
integrated microsensor networks. The NSF should establish a 
broadband networking research center in partnership with the 
FCC. The involvement of the FCC, as the government’s expert 
agency on telecommunications, would help assure that the ERC 
agenda includes topics that are relevant to broadband policy.

The research center could illustrate what can be 

accomplished by connecting multiple, geographically dispersed 
physical research centers through very-high-speed optical 
wavelength networking. Examples of such connectivity include 
Internet2 and National LambdaRail in the United States and 
SURFnet in the Netherlands.27 As a platform for research and 
innovation, the center ought to collaborate with private research 
centers, academic research networks and the gigabit community 
testbeds referenced above that are being constructed by indus-
try and the non-profit sector. The center should practice open 
research, and the networks connecting these locations should 
adhere to open network principles as defined by the FCC.28 

The research center should be broadly interdisciplinary 
so that it can address not only the technical issues raised by 
broadband, but also the economic and policy issues it raises. 
Researchers should include not only technologists such as engi-
neers, computer scientists and physicists, but also economists 
and other social scientists. Bringing together a large number of 
diverse researchers should allow the center to work on projects 
of a larger scale than is typical under NSF grants. 

Recommendation 7.6: nsF, in consultation with the Fcc, 
should fund both a wireless testbed for promoting the sci-
ence underlying spectrum policymaking and a testbed for 
evaluating the network security needed to provide a secure 
broadband infrastructure.

Spectrum (along with fiber) will be critical to the effec-
tive operation of future communications networks. However, 
there is uncertainty about how spectrum can be most ef-
ficiently and innovatively used in such networks. Wireless 
testbeds could be valuable tools to develop the science to 
support modern spectrum policy principles, which could 
guide FCC rulemaking on spectrum matters. For example, 
today there is uncertainty about how best to establish tech-
nical rules for exclusive spectrum, unlicensed spectrum and 
shared spectrum. Wireless testbeds can permit empirical 
assessment of radio systems and the complex interactions 
of spectrum users, which are nearly impossible to assess 
through simulation or analytical methods. As a result, they 
can reveal a great deal about how sharing can best be facili-
tated, how spectrum rights might be established, and the 
impact of dynamic spectrum access radios on existing and 
future communications services. 

A request for proposal should be made to build and assess a 
network testbed that is sufficiently secure. With sensitive infor-
mation about almost all Americans available in computerized 
databases and with the recent growth of electronic commerce, 
cybersecurity has become a vital issue. Many of the tools exist 
for building secure networks, but from an end-to-end systems 
perspective, difficult problems remain to be solved (particu-
larly those that cross technical and non-technical disciplines).29
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Recommendation 7.7: the Fcc should start a rulemaking 
process to establish more flexible experimental licensing 
rules for spectrum and facilitate the use of this spectrum 
by researchers.

For the most part, spectrum is lightly used outside ma-
jor urban areas. This holds true for prime frequency bands 
such as 800 MHz cellular and 1850–1990 MHz Personal 
Communications Services. In non-prime frequency bands such 
as those above 20 GHz, use may be modest even in major urban 
areas and limited or nonexistent in most other areas. Allowing 
research organizations such as universities greater flexibility 
to temporarily use fallow spectrum can promote more efficient 
and innovative communications systems. 

Currently, there are restrictions on market trials conducted 
under experimental authorizations.30 The FCC, building 
on relevant ideas from the Wireless Innovation Notice of 

Inquiry,31 should evaluate whether regulatory restrictions 
should be relaxed to permit research organizations to conduct 
broader market studies. Similarly, such organizations could be 
permitted to operate experimental stations without individual 
coordination of frequencies, conditioned on not causing harm-
ful interference to authorized stations. Such a program could 
allow the FCC to work cooperatively with research organiza-
tions to identify topics and frequency bands for further study 
and to learn about new wireless technologies.

To facilitate the use of spectrum by researchers, the FCC 
should work with the National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration (NTIA) to identify underutilized 
spectrum that may be suitable for conducting research activi-
ties. It should also conduct workshops with NTIA to advance 
research activities involving spectrum use.
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